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Unidentified Flying Object Spotted in the Sky of Indio,
California

Indio, California - An  astonishing UFO sighting  report has been documented in the city of Indio, California, on
February 28, 2022, at approximately 3:53 AM. The report was filed on March 9, 2022, at 8:41:17 PM (20:41), and was
shared with the public on April 22, 2022.

According to the testimony of a couple residing in the area, the incident occurred when the husband took the dogs
outside at 3:47 AM. Upon returning to the bedroom, he informed his wife that he had spotted a UFO outside and
needed his glasses to get a better view. Intrigued, the wife went outside as well and witnessed lights darting rapidly
across the sky. Quickly, she rushed back inside to retrieve her phone and record the event. Both of them observed two
interacting craft or orbs moving swiftly, disappearing and reappearing at a distance of thousands of feet. The orb
moved independently from the red-colored craft. Towards the end of the first recorded video, the sound of a small
airplane can be heard in the distance, suggesting that someone other than the witnesses may have also seen the
phenomenon. No sound was audible before the passing of the small plane. The witness emphasizes that she possesses
the video, which reveals the presence of three round shapes (possibly thrusters) on the colorful craft. The object moved
at an incredible speed, traversing from west to east and changing directions within nanoseconds. The orb emitted a
glowing white light. The husband is 65 years old, and the wife is 61. The wife has been a resident of Coachella Valley
for 34 years and has owned a business for 16 years.

This mysterious event has left local residents puzzled regarding the origin and exact nature of these unidentified flying
objects. Speculations and debates are abound, ranging from potential rational explanations to extraterrestrial presence.
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